REPORT ON MUTHAMIZH VIZHA (19.02.2020)

Our ‘Lady Willingdon Institute of Advance Study in Education’ has organized a ‘MUTHAMIZH VIZHA’ for the student teacher on 19.02.2020. It is based on the Iyal (Literature), Esai (Music), and Naadagam (Drama) which are the three main forms of Tamil Language. The programme started with a prayer and the lightening lamp. After that Dr. S. Komalavalli (Assistant Professor, Head of the Tamil Department, LWIASE delivered welcome address with a warm welcome. Then our beloved Principal Dr. M.S. Thillinayaki, LWIASE gave a wonderful greeting about the program and the chief guest. Followed by the principal, the chief guest of this program Mrs. Jayapradha (Director of VELS University, Department of Education) gave a speech on ‘Importance of Tamil’. Followed by traditional dance forms of Tamilnadu like karaakattam, kichupudi performance by our students.